Northern Light United Church

Oct. 23, 2019

Nuclear weapons pose an existential threat to humanity, and as people of faith, we must oppose their existence and use.

One of the goals of Northern Light United Church is to promote peace and justice for all people. In line with that goal, NLUC has endorsed the mission of Point Hope and joined the coalition as a project partner.

On behalf of Northern Light United Church, I am writing to express support for Point Hope: Alaska’s Youth Congress for the Global Elimination of Nuclear Weapons. Our youth is the generation that will stop this threat from becoming a reality.

Through the Point Hope: Alaska’s Youth Congress for the Global Elimination of Nuclear Weapons, they will attend workshops in Photography, Storytelling, & Social Media; Social Change Through Non-Fiction Filmmaking; and Civic Organizing & Digital Mobilizations. These workshops will not only empower our youth, it will give them the necessary skills for social change.

We’re hoping that more faith communities will join us in expressing their support for Point Hope. All our voices are needed to be the change we want to see.

Peace,

[Signature]

Faith McClellan
Pastor, Northern Light United Church
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